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Facing on a large open space formed by intersecting streets and restored 
to prominence by recent demolition of taller buildings closely adjacent, j 
the Town Hall dominates and is the focal point of the whole area. The 
cupola is reminiscent of those on New York City Hall and, the Old State 
House at Hartford, being octa^anal in plan with paired columns fronting 
four of the eight faces at the belfry stage. This^'st'a^e is open, leaving 
the large bell visible from four directions, and the clock faces are con- j 
siderably larger than jn the earlier buildings so that they break the | 
entablature and actually replace it. Four large urns stand on pedestals 
above the columns. The dome also varies from the true dome shape, its 
eight sides curving upward in an elliptical, profile to an urn-and-ball 
finial. The roof presents a hipped form, modified by the position of 
the bays of the building at a pronounced angle to the main axis, following 
the street configuration. A parapet defines the cornice line all around, 
alternating solid sections -with""open spaces filled with turned balusters. 
The cornice is wide and fairly plain with modiilions, below which is an 
equally simple frieze and architrave, with a band of Greek fret defining 
the meeting point of wall and entablature in the corner areas. The walls 
is these areas are set forward from the plane of those surrounding the 
windows and defined into a quoin effect by deeply incised horizontal lines. 
Horizontal pediments and projecting frames surround the first floor windows 
contrasting with the flat, plain framing of the smaller second story openin; 
This kind of rustication is seen also in the wall surfaces of the basement.

The building is approached by a wide arc-shaped flight of steps leading to 
a terrace fronting the entire facade. Large stone plinths divide these 
steps into three sections and also support the smaller flight leading to 
the building entrance. Above this is centered a large carved stone 
console with swags draped to either side. JRaired Ionic columns r two stories 
in height, based on large plinths, divide the fenestration of the facade, 
with antae at either end for transition to the angled wall surfaces. 
Centered in the roof balustrade here is a large carved stone rococo shield 
in an oblong roanel, with supporters to either side in the form of military 
equipments. The whole ensemble, with the cupola above, forms an impressive 
backdrop to the open space before it.
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Stamford's Old Town Hall is an imposing structure designed by the New York 
firm of Mellon and Josselyn in 1905 in the Beaux. Arts tradition. Immedi 
ately in the downtown area it has until very recently been crowded and 
shadowed by two tall office buildings to the west. These have been razed 
and in their place is planned a pedestrian mall and park.

With a new City Hall, the f omer municipal building is now available for 
use and local interest has spurred town officialy to preserve the old 
building through adaptive use for the benefit of the entire community, 
SMS Partnership/Architects has done a feasibility study and tes included 
plans for the entire building and the immediately surrounding; area,

Plans have been submitted to the city and endorsed by the Mayor and Public 
Works Commissioner. A trustee of a major Me?/ York museum has expressed 
interest in the Old Town Hall as a medium for housing traveling or semi 
permanent art and sculpture exhibits if fire safety and air-conditioning 
are provided. Stamford Citizens for Conservation, Inc., and officials 
of the Stamford Museum and Nature Center are enthusiastic. Tentative 
plans include local historical collections, rotating exhibits illustrating 
the "Research City", loan exhibits from the Stamford Museum and Nature 
Center, and traveling fine arts exhibits from major museums. There may 
be a small lecture and movie center, and classroom areas for children and 
adult educational programs. There could be a restaurant facility, perhaps 
coordinated with the park during summer months. Special attention would 
be given to the movement of the, elderly and the handicapped, to service 
and freight handling, and.to access to the park from the building.

The alternative to a dynamic use ot the Town Hall would be its eventual 
destruction. As one of the significant monuments of Stamford's past and 
as a substantial building of fine material and design, the city would 
lose an unusual opportunity to benefit all of its citizens with a. downtown 
cultural and educational center, so badly needed in a city that is pre 
dominately commercial and industrial.
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